Reading List

My Reading Recommendations

“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. Because you have rejected knowledge … “ [Hosea 4:6]
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A

- A Message of Hope: confessions of an ex-satanist How to protect yourself from evil, Deborah Lipsky
- A More Excellent Way to Be in Health, Henry W. Wright
- The Amazing Secret of the Holy Souls in Purgatory: An Interview with Maria Simma by Sister Emmanuel of Medjugorje, Sr. Emmauel of Medjugorje

B

- The Bible
- Breathing Under Water: Spirituality and the Twelve Steps, Richard Rohr O.F.M.
- Catechism of the Catholic Church
- Catholic Household: Blessings and Prayers, U.S. Catholic Bishops
- The Catholic Warrior, Robert Abel
- Chosen to Heal: Gifted Catholics Share Stories of God’s Miraculous Healing Power, Laura Wright
- Church Militant Field Manual: Special Forces Training for Life in Christ, Fr. Richard M. Hellman
- The Collected Works of Saint John of the Cross, Saint John of the Cross

- Dancing with the Devil: A honest look into the occult from former followers, Jeff Harshbarger
- Deliverance from Evil Spirits: A Weapon for Spiritual Warfare, Michael Scanlan T.O.R.
- Deliverance from Evil Spirits: A Practical Manual, Francis MacNutt
- The Devil You Don’t Know: Recognizing and resisting evil in everyday life, Louis J. Cameli
- Discernment Matters: Listening with the Ear of the Heart, Mary Margaret Funk
Exposing Spiritual Witchcraft: How to overcome curses, demons, witchcraft & controlling powers, Jonas Clark
An Exorcist Speaks: How to Recognize and Protect Oneself Against the Snares of the Evil One, Msgr. Milivoj Bolobanic

Fasting for Spiritual Break Through: A guide to 9 biblical fasts, Elmer L. Towns

The Gifts of the Spirit: Understanding & Receiving God’s Supernatural Power in Your Life, Derek Prince
Girls with Swords: How to Carry Your Cross Like a Hero, Lisa Bevere
• Healing, Francis MacNutt PhD.
• Healing is for You, Maria Vadia
• The Healing of Families: How to Pray Effectively for those Stubborn Personal & Familial Problems, Fr. Yozefu and B. Ssemakula
• Healing Your Family Tree: A God-designed Solution for Difficult Problems, John H. Hampsch, C.M.F.
• How to Pray for the Release of the Holy Spirit, Dennis Bennett

• I Am Your Jesus of Mercy, Vol I. : Lessons and Messages to the World from Our Lord and Our Lady, Riehle Foundation
• I Am Your Jesus of Mercy, Vol II. : Lessons and Messages to the World from Our Lord and Our Lady, Riehle Foundation
• I Am Your Jesus of Mercy, Vol III. : Lessons and Messages to the World from Our Lord and Our Lady, Riehle Foundation
• I Am Your Jesus of Mercy, Vol IV. : Lessons and Messages to the World from Our Lord and Our Lady, Riehle Foundation
• I Am Your Jesus of Mercy, Vol V. : Lessons and Messages to the World from Our Lord and Our Lady, Riehle Foundation
• I Give Your Authority: Practicing the Authority Jesus Gave Us, Charles H. Kraft
• I Have Come to Tell the World that God Exists: The Best
of “The Spirit of Medjugorje” Volume III, June Kilns
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- Love and Responsibility, Karol Wojtyla

M

- Medjugorje, the 90’s, Sr. Emmanuel of Medjugorje
No Wonder they Call it the Real Presence: Lives Changed by Christ in Eucharistic Adoration, David Pearson

Obstacles to Deliverance, Mr. Frank D. Hammond

Pigs in the Parlor: A Practical Guide to Deliverance, Frank Hammond
Portals to Cleansing: Taking back your land from the hands of the enemy, Dr. Henry Malone
The Practice of Healing Prayer: A How to Guide for Catholics, Francis MacNutt, PhD.
Prayers the Break Curses: Prayers for breaking demonic influences so you can walk in God’s promises, John Eckhardt
Protecting Your Home from Spiritual Darkness: 10 Steps to Help You Clean House, Place Jesus in Authority and Make Your Home a Safe Place, Chuck D. Pierce
Purging your House, Pruning your Family Tree: How to rid your home & family of demonic influence & generational oppression, Perry Stone
Q
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- Resisting the Devil: A Catholic Perspective on Deliverance, Neal Lozano

S

- St. Michael and the Angels, Compiled from Approved Sources, St. Benedict Press
- School of Healing Prayer: Level I, Christian Healing Ministries
- School of Healing Prayer: Level II, Christian Healing Ministries
- School of Healing Prayer: Level III, Christian Healing Ministries
- Seductions Exposed, Gary Greenwald
- Sober Intoxication of the Spirit: Filled with the Fullness of God, Raniero Cantalamessa, O.F.M. Cap.
- *The Spirits Around Us*, Michael H. Brown
- *Spiritual Housecleaning: Protect Your Home and Family from Spiritual Pollution*, Eddie Smith
- *Spiritual Warfare: Lessons on Deliverance from Spiritual Bondage to Freedom in Christ*, Stella Davis
- *Spiritual Warfare: Christians, demonization, and deliverance*, Dr. Karl I. Payne
- *A Still, Small Voice: A Practical Guide on Reported Revelations*, Benedict J. Groschel
- *Strange Gods: Unmasking the Idols in Everyday Life*, Elizabeth Scalia

---

- *33 Days to Morning Glory: A Do-It-Yourself Retreat in Preparation for Marian Consecration*, Michael E. Gaitley

---

- *Unbound*, Neal Lozano
- *Unbound Ministry Guidebook: Helping Others Find Freedom in Christ*, Neal Lozano
- *Unmasking the Jezebel Spirit*, John Paul Jackson